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The most grateful people in my life 

國一甲 許 誠  指導老師:曾慰憶 

  My parents take care of me carefully every day. When I am hungry, they buy 

some food for me. When I am ill, they take me to clinic. When I am blue, they 

console me and make me happy. I thank Dad and Mom the most. 

    One day, my legs hurt by volleyball. When my mom heard that, she bought me 

some medicine directly and helped me to rub it. It made my leg more comfortable. 

My parents also took me to Douliu to see a doctor. Although from here to Douliu 

needed at least an hour, they still took me there twice a week. Now, my legs are 

healthy. 

    I think this is all attributed to my parents. I am so glad that I have great parents. 

They are the most grateful people in my life. 

 

 

The person that I want to appreciate most is my grandpa 

國一甲 彭妤蓁  指導老師:曾慰憶 

     There is always somebody taking care of me. He is just like the angle who 

protects me from danger and grows me up. When I lose, he will inspire me. When I 

am in a bad mood, he takes me away from that. 

     “He” is the man who I love very much-----my grandfather. He is the kindest 

person in the world. Also, he loves me tenderly. We do many things together, such as 

jogging, chatting, watching TV , shopping….. But these aren’t enough to show our 

love.  

    Several years ago, I was still a little girl. “Mango” is my favorite fruit. One 

stormy night, I asked my grandfather to buy some for me. Therefore, he went out by 

bike. I thought everything is OK. But when he got home, I found his clothes were wet. 

At that time, he was smiling at me. In my heart, I appreciated him very much. 

    My grandfather is just like my teacher, my friend, even my valentine. However, 

he is the best grandpa I have ever had.    
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Giving Thanks     

國一乙 陳穎萱  指導老師: 林金花 

     I want to give thanks to my mother.  She gave birth to me, and she almost 

does everything for me.  So I can go to school, study hard and learn a lot.  She 

always takes care of me well wheter she’s sick or not.  She is a good and beautiful 

woman, and she is the person who gives the most love.  I want to tell her that I 

love her so much, and I really appreciate what she does for me. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Giving Thanks     

國一乙 許家竣  指導老師: 林金花 

     Everyone has a person that cares about you.  However, did you ever say 

“thank you” to the person?  Probably not.  Giving thanks to the person is very 

important because he or she helps us a lot of things.   

     For example, among the people who help me a lot, I would like to thank my 

parents because they work hard to raise me up; then it makes me feel warm very 

much.  Besides, they listen to my worries and give me some advice.  I love them 

so much, and I appreciate what they have done for me. 
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Christmas 

國一丙 黃苡涵  指導老師: 戴筱音 

Christmas is a season festival for western countries. People celebrate it on 

December 25
th
, some people put lights and ornaments in their Christmas tree. They 

gather together to exchange their gifts. It is also a happy holiday for children. Most 

children get the gifts and candies from Santa Claus. Now, it is not only a foreign 

holiday, it is popular around the world.  

   Christmas is just around the corner, I like this holiday because I can celebrate it 

with my friends and exchange our gifts to each other. I’m really excited, and I think I 

will have a lot of fun for this Christmas. 

 

 

 

 

 

Christmas Is Coming 

國一丙 林姵綸  指導老師: 戴筱音 

“We wish you a Merry Christmas…” When the caroling of Christmas songs echo 

through the air and we know that Christmas is coming. 

   Christmas is the day that Jesus Christ was born. It is a happy day. Christmas cards 

and decorated trees are all over the place. The Santa Claus will come out and send 

presents for children. I am not a Christian, but I also like Christmas. It is just like our 

Spring Festival. We can spend time with our friends, classmates and family during 

Christmas. Children will have new clothes, lovely presents and delicious food.  

   Christmas is coming, it also means a new year will come. Let us treat others well. 

I wish everyone a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! 
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Christmas 

國一丁 黃建傑  指導老師: 戴筱音 

Christmas is coming soon. People always celebrate Christmas on December 25
th

. 

On Christmas Eve, we can write down what we want to tell to Santa on the paper. 

When you wake up on Christmas day, you will find a present on the bed. 

At home, it is a tradition that I will write down something important happened in 

the whole year, such as the grade I got and what I want for present. After then, I will 

get a letter and a present from Santa. 

Although I already know that Santa is not true, this is still my favorite holiday. I 

am looking forward to Christmas this year, which I still have to wait for 24 days. 

 

 

 

 

 

Christmas 

國一丁 許程翔   指導老師: 戴筱音 

 The Christmas day is coming, it is on December 25
th
. Some children believe that 

the Santa Claus is real, but some of them don’t believe there is Santa in the world. 

Christmas is one of my favorite day because there will be lots of activities on the day. 

I love it very much, even I don’t believe in Santa. My family always celebrate 

Christmas day. My parent will give me some candies and cookies. They always make 

me happy. 
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Christmas Is Important to Me 

國一戊 吳怡萱  指導老師:呂欣如 

     Most people welcome the coming of Christmas.  When I walk on the streets, 

every shop puts a lot of decorations in the Christmas trees.  Along the roads are 

beautiful lights.  How wonderful it is!  I enjoy the atmosphere of Christmas very 

much.    

    Why do I think Christmas is important to me?  It’s because my birthday is two 

days before Christmas.  So Christmas becomes my favorite festival in a year.  In 

the past years, my birthday and Christmas were celebrated together.  I hope my 

coming birthday will be a great celebration, too.  I can’t wait for Christmas to come!   

    On last Christmas, my family planned a special surprise for me.  My brothers 

and sisters were all very excited.  At that Christmas Eve, we played some games and 

had a lot of fun.  We also took many photos together.  All of us had precious 

memories.   

    I wish everyone has a wonderful Christmas and prepare well for the coming new 

year. 

 

 

Christmas Is Coming 

國一戊 李俊葦  指導老師:呂欣如 

     Christmas, which is on December twenty-fifth, is an important festival for 

westerns.  It’s a celebration for the birth of Jesus Christ, who is the son of God in 

Christianity.  Nowadays, this celebration is held not only by Christians but also by 

all the people around the world.   

    At the Christmas Eve, children go to bed early and hope for presents from Santa.  

It is said that Santa comes down from the chimney and puts gifts in the stockings that 

children have prepared.  The next day, children wake up early and find their gifts 

with a big smile on their faces. 

    On Christmas, parents decorate their house with a wonderful Christmas tree.  

They put a variety of decorations and shining lights on it.  Shops become red and 

green, which are the symbol colors of Christmas, in this period of time.  The 

carolling of Christmas songs echo through the air.  I love Christmas.  I love the 

marvelous atmosphere of Christmas.  I wish everyone has a merry Christmas! 
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My Favorite Coner In Yangtze    

國二甲 尤凰蓁  指導老師: 陳柔岑 

     I am now studying in Yangtze high school. It’s a beautiful place. My favorite 

corner in Yangtze is my classroom. I can always hear the laughter there.  There will 

be many students chatting and playing together. I also enjoy chatting with my friends 

there. It makes me feel relaxed. Another reason for me to love being in the classroom 

is the air-conditioner. When the weather is hot outside, the air-conditioners which are 

in the classroom will be turned on, and it will become cool. I think the classroom is a 

good place to stay whenever it is hot outside. I like my classroom because it makes 

me happy and comfortable.  

 

   

 

 

My Favorite Coner In Yangtze 

國二甲 王聖凱  指導老師: 陳柔岑 

  Yangtze High School is a beautiful school in Yun-lin, Hu-wei. There are many 

different scenes in school. To me, my favorite corner is the basketball courts. My 

friends and I play basketball there twice a week. Everyone will be excited when it’s 

time for PE class. I enjoy playing basketball with my calssmates. Sometimes I even 

play games such chasing after one another there. I have many wonderful memories 

on the court and have a lot of fun there. Only the basketball can make me feel relaxed 

and happy, so my favorite corner is Yangtze is the basketball court. 
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My Favorite Coner In Yangtze    

國二甲 林源德  指導老師: 陳柔岑 

  There are many beautiful places in Yangtze High School. As for me, my favorite 

corner is the cooperative store in the back of the campus. I will have breakfast there 

every morning. There are lots of things sold there, for example: noodles, drinks, rice, 

dumplings, and so on. I like its drinks very much because I can buy cool drinks after 

PE classes. As long as I feel hungry, I can go there to buy snacks to eat. What’s more, 

I can even get a pen or pencil there if I forget to bring my pencil box to school. The 

cooperative store opens everyday because almost every student needs it. Thanks for it, 

I am not worried about things I need in school. 

 

 

 

 

My Favorite Coner In Yangtze 

國二甲 邱子禎  指導老師: 陳柔岑 

 I am a junior high school student in Yangtze. Our school is now painted white 

and blue, just like Greece. 

  My favorite cornrt in our campus is the garden next to the basketball court. 

There are colorful pictures in the wall such as beautiful scenery and cute animals. I 

like to sit on the bench in the garden or sit down on the grass with my friends. We can 

have a great time chatting with each other, watching the blue sky, and relaxing our 

body and mind. 

  I love to be close to nature. After class, I like going there, and the sunshine 

makes us warm and happy. I really enjoy the time in the garden. It’s my favorite 

corner in Tangtze. 
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My Favorite Coner In Yangtze 

國二甲 郭欣瑀  指導老師: 陳柔岑 

  My favorite corner in Yangtze is the place in the back of first grade classrooms. 

There are a pond and some chairs. Besides, there are also some fishes in the pond. 

Few people go there, so sometimes I will go there to chat with my best friend after 

school. We can play, taqlk and laugh loudly. What’s more, my friend and I will do 

something crazy like dancing and singing there. Nobody knows what we will do there, 

so we feel very relaxed. It is also very suitable for people to rest there. Therefore, that 

is my favorite corner in Yangtze. 

 

 

My Favorite Coner In Yangtze 

國二甲 陳冠廷  指導老師: 陳柔岑 

 Yangtze High School is a beautiful school in Yun-lin. There are a pond, back 

yards, a library, a playgroung, and basketball couts, and so on. My favorite corner is 

Yangtze is the pond behind the first-grade classrooms. There are a lot of trees and big 

rocks and much fish swimming in the pond. During the ten-minute break, I usually go 

there for a rest. I often meet my friends there and we will play hide and seek around 

the pond. It is a great place for playing games. I have lots of wonderful memories 

there, so I like it very much. 

 

 

My Favorite Coner In Yangtze 

國二甲 廖子萱  指導老師: 陳柔岑 

  There are many beautiful corners in Ynagtze High School, and my favorite one 

is the classroom. In the classroom, I study and discuss questions with my classmates. 

Between classes, I usually chat with my friends. Besides, there will be some boys 

chasing and playing in the classroom. It will be a little bit noisy but still funny 

sometimes. What’s more, there are many various kinds of books I enjoy reading in 

my free time on the book shelf. I love my classroom the most because it is always full 

of laughter, and it brings a lot of happiness to me all the time. 
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There are four seasons in a year, and I like fall most. 

國二乙 林倖瑀  指導老師:呂欣如 

 Why do I like fall most?  I like it because of the cool weather.  I don’t like 

the weather in summer.  It’s too hot.  I hate sweating because I think it’s very 

uncomfortable.  In summer, I usually stay inside the house to keep away from the 

sunshine.  I don’t like the weather in winter, either.  It’s too cold for me.  I usually 

have to wear many clothes, so it looks like I am a heavy girl.   

 The weather in fall is neither too hot nor too cold.  It’s usually cool and windy 

in the early morning and evening.  People like to do all kinds of activities in the 

wonderfrl weather, like going hiking, going mountain climbing or going bicycle 

riding.  We can also see a lot of people fly kites in the parks.   

I love fall very much.  How about you?  What’s your favorite season? 

 

 

 

 

My Favorite Season 

國二乙 廖敏淇  指導老師:呂欣如 

    My favorite season is autumn, because the weather in autumn is not very hot and 

not very cold, either.  In winter, people usually look dull in heavy clothing.  The 

leaves in the trees begin to turn yellow, orange or red.  How beautiful they look!   

    People like to do outdoor activities because of the wonderful scenery in nature.  

They can go picnicking and flying kites in the park, and they can also enjoy seeing 

the beautiful birds fly to the south.    

    Autumn is also a harvest season.  There are so many delicious fruits—oranges, 

pears, apples and so on.  They are yummy and good to our health.  Autumn is such 

a beautiful season, and I love it very much. 
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The Autumn 

國二丙 周駿盛  指導老師:呂欣如 

     When I get up in the early morning, I go to brush my teeth and wash my face, 

and I feel the water is cold!  Then I know the autumn is coming.   

In autumn, we can see the green leaves in the trees turning yellow and red, and 

the ground also becomes colorful.  How beautiful it is!   

The weather in autumn is cool and comfortable.  There are many flowers and 

different kinds of fruits in this special season.  The important festival—The Moon 

Festival—is also in autumn.  People enjoy mooncakes, pomelos and barbecue 

together.  They eat delicious food and watch the beautiful moon at the same time.  

How joyful they are!  

I really love autumn, and I am looking forward to the arrival of the autumn.  I 

hope everyone can enjoy this pleasant season.   

 

 

My Favorite Season—The Autumn 

國二丙 莊紫妤  指導老師:呂欣如 

     My favorite season is autumn.  Because the weather in autumn becomes cool, 

and people feel very comfortable when they do some outdoor activities.   

     Autumn has beautiful scenery.  People can watch the maple leaves turning 

from green to red.  When they go picnicking in the park, the ground is full of red 

and golden leaves.  What a wonderful season!   

     People can do many things in autumn.  They can go hiking, camping, bicycle 

riding, mountain climbing and so on.  These outdoor activities not only are good for 

their health but also make them relaxed.  These are the reasons why I love autumn 

so much. 

     The cool wind blows in the morning again, and I know autumn comes again.  

It will always be my favorite season. 
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Autumn 

                       國二丁 陳彣琳  指導老師: 黃美瑛 

Autumn is coming soon, because the weather in autumn is very cool, I like to 

go out with my family, like going hiking, picnicking, camping, and riding a bike. It is 

fun to do these outdoor activities in autumn. At the same time, I can watch the 

beautiful autumn views.  

In autumn, there is an important day- Moon Festival, many people eat yummy 

moon cakes, make pomelo hats and have a barbecue. It’s my favorite family time, I 

can get together with my family. Usually, my cousins come to my house, we enjoy 

playing the firework, the colorful fireworks light the night sky. How beautiful! 

Autumn is a busy season for farmers, they reap crops and pick off fruits to sell 

them at the market. They are very busy but happy. The harvest time makes autumn 

more beautiful. For me, autumn is really my favorite season. 

 

 

 

My Favorite Season 

            國二丁 陳韋廷 指導老師: 黃美瑛 

I like fall because the nature changes its color and the earth is covered with 

romantic yellow and red; both of them are my favorite colors. I like fall because it's 

not too hot or too cold, it is comfortable for me to do exercise or take a trip. 

Exercise makes me healthy and taking a trip makes me feel great. I like fall 

because the breeze is so pleasant that I don't need to turn on the air- conditioner.  

Although someone feels a little sad in fall, I still like it. I enjoy its view, cool 

breeze, and warm sunshine. It's really my favorite season. 
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What Thanksgiving Means to Me 

國二戊 熊芊瑜  指導老師: 周稚岡 

 Every last Thursday in November is a special day. People call it Thanksgiving 

Day. Some Americans think Thanksgiving is more important than Christmas. On that 

day, all the people enjoy a meal with their family. Thanksgiving Day in America is a 

good time to express thanks. Though it is not a holiday in Taiwan, I think we should 

be grateful all the time. At this moment, I would like to show my gratitude to the 

important people around me. Thank you, my dear teachers and my lovely family. I 

cannot grow so well without your care and concern. I will be a good student and a 

considerate daughter to pay back everything you’ve done for me. 

 

 

 

 

Thanksgiving Day 

國二戊 陳薏婕  指導老師: 周稚岡 

 Thanksgiving falls on the fourth Thursday of November, a different date every 

year. Thanksgiving is a time for sharing. In America, even for those who live far away, 

they still gather for a reunion with their family members. People give thanks together 

for the good things that they have. Although Thanksgiving is a western holiday and 

not so popular in Taiwan, I still learn some spirits from it. Most of the time, I stay at 

school and only come back home on weekends. Therefore, I cherish every moment 

spent with my family. Every time when I go home, I would say thank you to my 

parents. I believe it’s their love which supports me through all the difficulties in my 

life. When I laugh, they laugh with me. When I cry, I comfort me all the time. I 

believe every day can be Thanksgiving Day. Thank you, Dad and Mom. I love you so 

much. 
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A Letter of Thanks 

國二己 吳盈蓁  指導老師: 周稚岡 

Dear Mom and Dad, 

  Thank you for raising me up. You’ve looked after me since I was born. You 

bring me up and hope I can be a healthy girl. When I got sick, you took care of me 

all night and never closed your eyes.  

  Now, I can take care of myself. I will study hard to get great academic 

performance, and I would like to express my deepest gratitude to you for your 

unconditional love. 

With Love, 

Jenny 

 

 

 

 

A Letter of Thanks 

國二己李晏湘  指導老師: 周稚岡 

Dear Mom and Dad, 

Thanks for bringing me up and giving me a sweet home. You make me happy 

and warm every day. 

Since I was little, you’ve never blamed me whether my grade is good or bad. 

You’ve always told me what should be improved. 

 I feel so lucky to be born in this family. Thanks for everything you’ve done for 

me.  

Love,  

Alice 
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A Thankful Heart 

國二己 林映辰  指導老師: 周稚岡 

Thanksgiving is coming soon! We are supposed to express our gratitude to 

others on Thanksgiving Day. However, we should feel grateful all the time. At this 

moment, I would like to say thank you to my best friend, Annie. 

 It’s she who practices speeches with me. It’s she who teaches me to be a brave 

girl. It’s she who gives me love and happiness. It’s she who accompanies me 

whenever I feel happy or sad. 

I cannot imagine life without her, and I would like to say thank you to her. Now 

I think the best way to express my gratitude to her is to cherish every moment I spend 

with her. May our friendship last forever. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Indebted Heart 

國二己 陳逸涵  指導老師: 周稚岡 

Last week our music teacher shared a good song with us. It is named Indebted 

Heart. I know that we should live with a thankful heart. At that time, I thought of my 

best friend, Alice.  

 I think she is the first person I should thank. It’s she who can make me happy. 

It’s she who helps me when I encounter difficulties. It’s she who shares good things 

with me. It’s she who does homework with me. It’s she who gives me good 

memories. 

Maybe I should think how to pay back everything she does for me. But now I 

think the best way to be appreciated of Alice is to say thank you to her. 
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Indebted Heart 

國二己 蔡雅名  指導老師: 周稚岡 

When people speak of Thanksgiving Day, the lyrics of a song will come to my 

mind. It is called Indebted Heart. This song teaches me to live with a grateful heart. 

Whenever I listen to this song, I think of my patents. I think they are the first people I 

should thank.  

It’s they who take care of me. It’s they who give me a warm family. It’s they who 

have protected me since I was little. It’s they who make me happy. It’s they who give 

me an interesting and meaningful life.  

 I should think how to pay back the love my parents give me. Now I think the best 

way to thank my parents is to study hard and be a good daughter. 

 

 

 

 

 

A Grateful Heart 

國二己 盧巧淇  指導老師: 周稚岡 

As Thanksgiving Day is approaching, I would like to express gratitute to my 

English tutor, Nick. I believe he is the first person I should thank. It’s he who 

makes English so interesting. It’s he who guides me when I need help. It’s he who 

encourages me at all times. It’s he who always comforts me when I feel sad. It’s he 

who teaches me to live with a thankful heart. Maybe I should think how to repay 

the kindness he gives to me. But for now I believe the best way to be appreciated of 

him is to study hard and get better English scores! 
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Happy Teacher’s Day 

國三甲 林邵儀  指導老師: 戴筱音 

Mrs. Wang is my homeroom teacher, she always accompanies and takes care of 

me and my classmates, and I think she is just like our parents. Mrs. Wang is a 

geography teacher; she usually shares some foreign interesting attractions with us in 

class. Teaching every student carefully, she never gives up on anyone. Instead of 

complaining that she is tired, she always teaches us with smile every day. Mrs. 

Wang’s carefully teaching got praise from many other teachers. I think she is really a 

terrific teacher.  

Although sometimes Mrs. Wang is very serious, I believe that she has spent a lot 

of time on us. It is because of her consideration and patience so that we could become 

an excellent class. Beautiful years have gone by fast, and I only have another year to 

graduate. I hope to have a great teacher in high school, too. In this special day, I want 

to appreciate Mrs. Wang’s teaching. I will never forget her. All the students in our 

class wish all the teachers a Happy Teacher’s Day! 

 

The Most Influential Person In My Life 

國三甲 鄭淑文  指導老師: 戴筱音 

Some people say that parents have the greatest impact on their children, but I 

think it is our teachers. Teachers spend almost their whole day in school with us. 

They share with us not only their knowledge but also their character and ways of 

doing things in life. Teachers are like water, moisturizing every seed and hope them 

thrive happily no matter they will become a weed or a tree. 

The most influence person in my life is my homeroom teacher; she is a woman 

with long brown hair. She is tall and has slender legs; she also teaches us geography, 

she is Mrs. Wang. Mrs. Wang always concerns about us silently, teaching us a lot of 

knowledge even after classes. If I have a problem, she will take the trouble and solve 

it. Mrs. Wang is just like our second mother, and the school is like our second family. 

Nowadays, to enter a higher school in our country for a third grader in junior high 

like me, we have a lot of pressure. Taking exams every day and many problems in life 

come one after another, our parents also under a lot of pressure. This makes Mrs. 

Wang spend more time with use. Teachers are really hard-working. I want to say 

thank you to all the teachers, especially to Mrs. Wang. 
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國三乙班  教師節特刊: 詩作與感謝信 

指導老師 : 林秀如老師 

Poems to Our Teachers 小詩話吾師 

   

To The Teachers of 302 

Teacher’s Day is coming. 

Here is our poem for you. 

All of us were taught by you with pleasure. 

Nothing can change our thankfulness to you. 

Knowledge is power, and you give it to us. 

You always help us to solve problems. 

Oh my dear teacher. 

U are my everything. 

Theresa is our Chinese teacher. 

Everyone enjoys in her class. 

All win is our homeroom teacher, and he is like our parent. 

Charlene teaches us English. 

However, she sometimes speaks Japanese during the class. 

Every class we learn different things from you. 

Regardless of how naughty we are, you always show us your patience. 

Since you taught us, our studying has become much more interesting. 

THANK YOU TEACHERS 

This is the present of Teacher’s Day to you. 

By Eva, Betty, Alice, Sunny 
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To Theresa 

Our Chinese teacher’s name is Theresa. 

Thanks to her for teaching us with patience. 

Her favorite idol is 李敏鎬. 

Even she is very tried, she still works hard. 

Reading books is her hobby. 

Every day, she brings much knowledge to us. 

She has short hair and beautiful eyes. 

All of the students really love her. 

This is a poem dedicated to our Chinese teacher, Theresa. 

By Cindy, Julia, Kathy, Jennifer 

 

 

 

 

To All Win 

All-Win is our homeroom teacher. 

Laughing fills the classroom all the time because of him.   

Life is kind of an exciting journey for him.  

Wild ideas always appear in his mind.    

Impressive hair style is his specialty. 

Nobody doesn’t like him in our classroom. 

He is one of the best teachers all over the world! 

By Jennifer, Angel, Ruby, Debbie 
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Thank-you Letters 感謝信 

Dear Mr. Fu: 

     Thanks for your teaching. In your class, we learn so many great things. 

Although you look serious, we know, you are a kind teacher. We often Chat and make 

the joke on each other, just like good friends. We laughed together, singing “Imagine” 

together. Every memory is that wonderful. Because of you, we go to school happily. I 

hope that we can be the best Friends forever. Thanks for being owr teacher.               

                                            Love you, 

                                                Class 302.        

Mickey, Vicky, Gary, Alex 

 

 

 

 

Dear Charlene, 

    Thank you for teaching us English. You often do your best to give us lots of 

extracurricular knowledge, and teach us to sing many English songs patiently. 

    Although we usually make some mistakes, you are never mad at us. When we 

face the problems, you always say “Don’t give up” and answer  us with a big smile. 

    Teacher’s Day is around the corner. On this day, we want to thank to you by this 

letter.  

 Finally, we want to tell you again “Thank you teacher and hope you have a 

healthy body in the future. God Bless you. 

Your students,      

Vivi, Sharon, Vivian, Sally 
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Dear English teacher, Charlene 

    Thank you for teaching us for almost two years. We really like your class and 

you always give us positive thoughts. Just like a sunshine in our life, your teaching 

lights up our roads, getting rid of the darkness. Becaue of you, we feel that English is 

not so difficult as we thought before. We hope we can keep improving our English 

skills and never give up on learning English. 

Your students, 

Angel, Ruby, Debby, Angela 

 

 

 Dear teacher All Win: 

     Hey, our father, All Win. We have known each other for two years. During this 

time,we like to have your math class. Although math is a boring subject, you can 

make us have some fun in class. You always treat us as nicely as your daughters. You 

are not only a serious teacher, but also a good friend. We are happy to be your 

students. We are deeply thankful for your teaching. 

                                   Your daughters,  

 Winnie, Joy, Dorina, Daisy 

 

Dear All Win,  

A special day is around the corner. This day belongs to teachers. Among all of 

the people who teach us, you are the best. When we lose our minds, you are the ray of 

light, telling us what to do and where to go. You encourage us to hold on and never 

give up. We will never forget what you have done for us. You are the big treasure of 

Class 302. We deeply appreciate what you have done for us. We wish that you could 

have a happy Teacher’s Day!  

Sincerely, 

Diana, Ivy, Sally, Joanna 
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Mid-Autumn Festival 

國三丙 張安綺  指導老師:呂艾淇                                      

Mid-Autumn Festival is one of the most important festivals in Chinese culture. It 

is a time when people everywhere enjoy family gatherings, send gifts, visit friends 

and relatives. Mid-Autumn Festival used to remind people of a story about a beautiful 

girl flying to the moon. Now this holiday is often associated with eating moon cakes 

and having barbecue. I am looking forward to celebrating Moon Festival. There are 

many different kinds of moon cakes and they all taste great. They are made to look 

like a full moon, because a full moon is out during Moon Festival.   

For my family, this is an important holiday. People believe the family should 

come together is like the full circle of the moon. In short, Mid-Autumn Festival is a 

wonderful time for fun. Everyone enjoys a very good Mid-Autumn Festival.    

  

 

The Teachers’ Day 

      國三丙 劉濡瑜  指導老師:呂艾淇             

“Only the educated are free,” said the Greek philosopher Epictetus, and little 

has changed today. Nothing is more valuable than a good education. However, no one 

can get a good education without good teachers. Luckily, I have a very kind teacher 

who takes good care of me. Miss Yu understands the subjects she is teaching, and 

explains these clearly to students. She is patient and creative, and enjoys teaching. 

She always makes students want to learn, and makes them enjoys being in the 

classroom. I am lucky to have a teacher who does all these things. With my teacher’s 

love, I am on the way to a good education.  

On Teachers’ Day, children show thanks to their teachers in many different 

ways. Some may make beautiful cards and draw pictures of their teachers. Many may 

send presents and flowers to their teachers. I will show my love to my dear teacher on 

the special day. How about you? Don’t forget to show your gratefulness on this 

special day.  
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Moon Festival 

國三丁 李沛蓁  指導老師:黃美瑛 

    Moon Festival is a national holiday and everyone can have a two-day holiday to 

take a rest. Moon Festival is a special festival which falls on the fifteenth day of the 

eight lunar month. Moon Festival is an old myth about Wu Gang logging. I love this 

festival a lot. I have two reasons to like the day. 

    Firstly, every year, when the festival comes, people go home from every corner 

of the country and the world to meet their family and have BBQ with their family. I 

believe a full moon is a symbol of family reunion. 

    Secondly, Moon Festival is that the summer ends. When the weather is cool, we 

can eat moon cakes to stare at the moon. It is time to get together with my family and 

to share something happened. This is why l love the festival. 

 

 

Teacher’s Day 

 國三丁 吳坤益  指導老師:黃美瑛 

    Teacher’s Day is on September 28. Teachers play important roles in my life. 
 

Every year, Teachers' Day is a day to honor and remember our teachers who are our 

leaders and who guide us in our education during our youthful days. So, We can make 

cards or buy some flowers for our respectable teachers. You can also give a hug to 

your teachers.  

     When we have problems, teachers always help us to deal with them carefully. 

Hence, teachers are just like our parents. She takes care of us when we are in need. 

As a result, teachers play a very important part in the development of a child. 

However, their efforts are seldom appreciated. That is why Teachers' Day is so 

significant to teachers. Therefore, don’t forget to say “thank you” to the great 

teachers. 
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Teacher’s Day 

國三丁 李芳綺  指導老師:黃美瑛 

     Teacher’s Day is on September 28 every year. Why is Teacher’s Day on Sep. 28? 

Because the Confucius’ Birthday is on this day. One day every year, we celebrate 

Teachers' Day in honor of the teachers who spend so much time teaching us so many 

things.  

    Teachers are very important in my life. Teachers help us strive for goals, and 

give us model roles. At times, when we are ill, teachers also take us to the doctor. 

Teachers pay with no regrets just like our parents all the time.    

    All in all Teacher’s Day is a great day. It is time to appreciate the teachers. If 

you want to make this day special for your teachers as well, try to make cards for 

teachers, highlighting their importance on the life of students.  

   

 

 

 

My Beautiful Campus 

                                    國三戊 許惠雅  指導老師: 周富華 

    I’m a junior high school student, and I study in Yangtze High School, located in 

Huwei township in Yulin county. My school is a beautiful place which has good 

teachers, good students and good learning circumstances. Besides, it supplies us with 

delicious meals. 

    Walking around the campus, you can see friendly teachers and students here and 

there. That’s the main reason why I fell in love with the school at my first sight.  

    Even though the school is small, the staff try their best to satisfy what we student 

need in learning. It is so touching for me to study in such a cozy school. 

    For me, this beautiful campus should be an unforgettable part of my life in the 

future. I am proud of my school, Yangtze High School. 
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My Beautiful Campus 

                                    國三戊 謝文福   指導老師: 周富華 

    My school, Yangtze High School, is a beautiful school which contains many 

beautiful things, such as flowers, trees, patient teachers, friendly students and so on. 

    Recently, our campus is getting more and more beautiful. Why? I think that is 

because of the members of our new school board. They keep putting many efforts to 

improve our learning circumstances. Thus, our campus has become more and more 

vigorous.  

    As far as my school is concerned, I think everything here is really great. The 

surroundings inside the school are tidy and neat. Every time I feel tired and tressed 

out, I will walk around in the campus. By doing so, I always feel relaxed and 

refreshed. 

    However, it’s a pity that I will graduate form Yangtze next year. I won’t have 

chance to appreciate all the beautiful things so closely anymore. Although I feel a 

little bit sorry and disappointed, I am srue that I will keep all these good old things 

deep in my heart. 

 

 

 

 

 

My Beautiful Campus 

                                     國三戊 許詠鈞  指導老師: 周富華 

    I study in a beautiful school, which is located in Huwei, in Yulin county. Its 

name is Yangtze High school. It is named after the Yangtze River in Matinland China. 

That is because the founders of the school want the life of the school can last forever.   
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My Beautiful Campus 

                           國三己 吳若瑜  指導老師: 周富華 

    Entering my campus, you will see some trees along the wayside and two big 

basketball courts. Every time I get into my campus, I feel happy because the 

environment of my campus makes me feel relaxed. There are not only some trees but 

also some beautiful flowers in my campus. Because of them, we can see more 

butterflies and birds.  

    Due to the efforts of the staff of the school, my campus has become more and 

more beautiful. What’s more, the teachers are kind and they always help us to solve 

our problems. My classmates are all friendly to each one another. We discuss our 

homework, exercise and play together. No matter what happens, our class is always 

full of joy. I think it is one of the reasons why I like to go to school. 

    The word "beautiful" isn't just an adjective to describe the appearance of 

something. It also stands for the content of something. Campus is not only a place for 

us to study but also a paradise for us to grow up. I love my campus because it is filled 

with our wonderful and joyful memories! 
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The Beautiful Campus 

                                     國三己 廖玟琁  指導老師: 周富華 

   In my opinion, Yangtze is one of the most beautiful schools I have ever seen. It 

isn’t a magnificent place that is like a palace or a castle; however, it has not only a 

harmonious environment which is suitable for learning and study, but also a pleasant 

place filled with vitality. 

   Walking into the campus, we can first see a field of grass with a pavilion and 

some tall trees. Listening carefully, we might hear birds twittering or leaves rustled 

by mind. Then, we can see most of the buildings painted in white and blue. It is the 

new style of Yangtze high school. Maybe it is a sign of neatness and purity. It goes 

well with the surroundings of our school. What's more, it also appears on the new 

uniforms of the students. 

   Besides, we can find genuine but invisible beauty in class. Inside the classroom, 

students are learning something from teachers. Perhaps they are about philosophy of 

life, skills in academics and art, how to keep our health and so on. Every student 

works hard and encourages one another to learn positively.  

   So far, Yangtze is getting better and more beautiful. Of course, it is up to 

everyone at school to do his or her best for the school so that Yangtze High School 

can make more progress. 
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My Beautiful Campus 

  國三己 廖繹翔  指導老師:周富華 

Recently, our campus has kept changing. It has become more beautiful than it 

was before. First, it is the environment that has changed the most in our school. Our 

school, Yangtze, has already been around for over 50 years. Howerver, it still gives a 

vigorous feeling to people who visit it. That is because of the new paint. The blue and 

white paint blends an exotic atmosphere into the campus. Besides the paint, the trees 

are also a great view in our campus. Everytime I feel tired, I will leave the classroom 

and take a look at those trees. It is always relaxing to me. I like to do this in the 

afternoon, especially. The leaves of the trees glitter under the sunshine, making a 

breathtaking picture. 

In addition to the natural scenery, there are many differences in the classrooms. 

We have new curtains, new windows, new fans and many other new stuff. These 

changes make our circumstances better; therefore, all the efforts improve our learning 

quaility. 

 Aside from the sourroundings, people are also one of the crucial elements of a 

beautiful campus. Nice teachers and friendly classmates form an ideal learning     

atmosphere. When we students encounter difficulities in learning. Patient, namiable 

teachers are always available in my campus. 

 My campus is so beautiful. How about yours? 
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My Beautiful Campus 

                                      國三己 陳亮廷  指導老師:周富華 

    School is a meaningful place. For one thing, it’s a plce full of laughter, joy and 

knowledge; for another thing, it’s a place to help us develop precious memories; for 

the other thing, it’s also a place with beautiful scenery. 

    My school, Yangtze, is located just near by the highway. Outside our school, 

there are often a lot of cars passing by; however, the inner looking of our school is 

totally different from what it looks outside. My school is small but delicate. There are 

various plants in our campus so that we can make the sorroundings more colorful. In 

my mind, every tree and flower keeps a smile on their faces. Besides, our buildings 

are painted white and blue. By doing so, it can not only help our school look bright 

and neat but also make us refreshed and energetic. With these changes, our school 

isn’t boring or monotonous anymore; conversely, it has become a place that we can’t 

wait to visit every day. 

    As far as I’m concerned, not merely the environment of our school but also the 

friendship between my classmates and I is beautiful. During the three years of junior 

high school, we keep fighting for our goals as a team. We help one another and study 

hard for our bright future. I would neverforget these precious and valuable memories. 

    Nonetheless, there are still many other things that should be improved. For 

instance, we should remove old buildings and get rid of uneconomic trees and so on. 

Therefore, I sincerely request our principal to solve the problems I mentioned above. 

By doing so, Yangtze may be one of the most beautiful and ideal junior high schools 

in Taiwan.  
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My Beautiful Campus 

                                     國三己 林芷瑩  指導老師: 周富華 

    I’m a junior high school student. My school, Yangtze, is located in Huwei 

Township in Yulin county. As you arrive the gate, you’ll see the logo which stands for 

our school. Entering our campus, the basketball will be on your right side. Then, keep 

going straight, and soon you’ll get to the main buildings. There are four buildings in 

total, two for the students and two for the teachers and the staff. They are lined up 

like a square. All the classroom and the offices are inside the buildings. We often 

have gatherings inside the square. 

    It’s believed that beauty exists everywhere in the campus as long as you have an 

eye for it. The main colors on the walls around the campus are white and blue. It 

seems like that we stay in the resorts or visit the tourist attractions in Greek. What an 

exotic atmosphere we have inside the school! 

    There are also many beautiful green plants in the campus. In spring, the flowers 

are in bud; however, the flowers are in blossom as summer arrives. Besides, there are 

many artificial sets in the garden, making our campus more elegant. I like the small 

garden with a pond. After a tiring day after school, I like to sit on the bench, watching 

the fish swimming happily in the pond. It always makes me feel relaxed and 

refreshed. The most interesting place I like to visit in the campus is the library inside 

the girls’ dormitory. Even though it is not big, I can enjoy reading books silently 

there.  

    Aside from great learning circumstances, advanced studios and several science 

labortories, we have not only caring and patient teachers but also helpful and friendly 

classmates. Thus, I can say that we are blessed. Therefore, we should show our great 

perseverance in learning to cherish what we have.  
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My Beautiful Campus 

               國三己 翁逢廷  指導老師: 周富華 

As we all know, the most beautiful campus in Taiwan is located in Huwei Town, 

Yunlin County. The school is called Yang-tze. However, most people might not know 

Yang-tze wasn’t pretty at all before. 

 The campus did not catch my eye until two years ago when a new handsome 

board purchased Yang-tze. Since then, Yang-tze has started to go through an 

extraordinary journey. First, he rebuilt the running track and the windows. Second, he 

bought lots of electronic devices for us, such as air conditioners, lighting bulbs and so 

on. Third, he also installed loads of software to make students have more interest in 

learning. Most importantly, he planted a lot of trees and flowers so that we can 

breathe comfortably and feel refreshed. Besides, he also put many decorations in the 

campus in order to beautify our school. In the long run, we have been enchanted by 

the marvelous change in the campus, and our moods are getting more and more 

terrific. 

 Thanks to the new board, our campus has become more and more gorgeous. We 

students really appreciate his contribution. Besides, we will cherish our school 

resources to develop a wonderful lerning environment and become a more beautiful 

campus. 

 

 


